TriNetX South Korea Network
ACCESS THE FASTEST GROWING SOURCE
OF REAL-WORLD PATIENT DATA IN ASIA

Access real-world South
Korean patient data
Rapidly growing source of robust
and continuously refreshed
de-identified South Korean
clinical data.

Conduct region-specific
studies compliant with local
privacy regulations
Identify sites in South Korea that
have eligible patients based on
real-time data. Understand the impact
of inclusion/exclusion criteria on
protocol design and feasibility.

Gain a path to real
patients in South Korea
Have a path back to the identity
of the patient if the healthcare
organization decides to participate
in your trial.

TriNetX South Korea Network
TriNetX continues to grow its world-wide sources of patient data with access to a rapidly expanding
data set of real-world data from patients in South Korea. The country ranks sixth globally for randomized
clinical trials (RCTs) and the continued government investment in infrastructure, global standards, and
regulations makes South Korea increasingly attractive for pharma interested in protocol design and
feasibility, site selection, and patient identification for recruitment.
The TriNetX South Korea Network provides access to a robust, continuously refreshed data source of
de-identified EMR data of more than 36 million patient lives from 27 hospitals.
Generating a South Korea Report

Using the TriNetX self-service user interface and best
practice guidelines for querying South Korean data, you
define the specific disease and population parameters of your
query. Through the TriNetX platform, you submit your request
and the TriNetX clinical sciences team generates the report
which details the HCOs that have patients for the exact
population you seek.

PIPA Compliant

All access to data through the TriNetX South Korea Network
is de-identified and compliant with South Korea’s Personal
Information Protection Act (PIPA).
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Key Features of the TriNetX South Korea Network
Site List & Patient Location
Every report includes a map and table detailing the
healthcare organization and number of patients that meet
the query criteria.

Seoul

Integrated with TriNetX Trial Connect
Directly engage the right contacts at the right healthcare
organizations quickly and easily, and centrally monitor site
acceptances, declines, and pending responses.

Gangwon

Gyeonggi

Daegu

Query Execution Summary
Each report includes a query summary that includes specifics
on how the analysis was conducted, including how the patient
cohort was defined, how and what criteria was grouped into
events, and what data types were available.

North Jeolla
Busan

Criteria Analysis for Protocol Feasibility
A patient funnel provides insights into feasibility by
outlining which I/E criteria are most limiting.

About TriNetX, LLC

TriNetX is the global health research network that optimizes
clinical research and enables discoveries through the
generation of real-world evidence. TriNetX combines
real-time access to longitudinal clinical data with
state-of-the-art analytics to answer complex research
questions at the speed of thought. The TriNetX platform is
HIPAA and GDPR compliant. For more information,
visit www.trinetx.com or follow @TriNetX on Twitter.
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